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A BSTRACT
Targeted clean-label poisoning is a type of adversarial attack on machine learning
systems where the adversary injects a few correctly-labeled, minimally-perturbed
samples into the training data thus causing the deployed model to misclassify a
particular test sample during inference. Although defenses have been proposed
for general poisoning attacks (those which aim to reduce overall test accuracy), no
reliable defense for clean-label attacks has been demonstrated, despite the attacks’
effectiveness and their realistic use cases. In this work, we propose a set of simple,
yet highly-effective defenses against these attacks. We test our proposed approach
against two recently published clean-label poisoning attacks, both of which use
the CIFAR-10 dataset. After reproducing their experiments, we demonstrate that
our defenses are able to detect over 99% of poisoning examples in both attacks
and remove them without any compromise on model performance. Our simple
defenses show that current clean-label poisoning attack strategies can be annulled,
and serve as strong but simple-to-implement baseline defense for which to test
future clean-label poisoning attacks.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Machine-learning-based systems are increasingly deployed in settings with high societal impact,
such as biometric applications (Sun et al., 2014) and hate speech detection on social networks (Rizoiu et al., 2019), as well as settings with high cost of failure, such as autonomous driving (Chen
et al., 2017a) and malware detection (Pascanu et al., 2015). In such settings, robustness to not just
noise but also adversarial manipulation of system behavior is paramount. Complicating matters is
the increasing reliance of machine-learning-based systems on training data sourced from public and
semi-public places such as social networks, collaboratively-edited forums, and multimedia posting
services. Sourcing data from uncontrolled environments begets a simple attack vector: an adversary
can strategically inject data that can manipulate or degrade system performance.
Data poisoning attacks on neural networks occur at training time, wherein an adversary places
specially-constructed poison instances into the training data with the intention of manipulating the
performance of a classifier at test time. Most work on data poisoning has focused on either (i) an
attacker generating a small fraction of new training inputs to degrade overall model performance, or
(ii) a defender aiming to detect or otherwise mitigate the impact of that attack; for a recent overview,
see Koh et al. (2018). In this paper, we focus on clean-label data poisoning (Shafahi et al., 2018),
where an attacker injects a few correctly-labeled, minimally-perturbed samples into the training
data. In contrast to traditional data poisoning, these samples are crafted to cause the model to misclassify a particular target test sample during inference. These attacks are plausible in a wide range
of applications, as they do not require the attacker to have control over the labeling process. The attacker merely inserts apparently benign data into the training process, for example by posting images
online which are scraped and (correctly) labeled by human labelers.
Our contribution: In this paper, we initiate the study of defending against clean-label poisoning
attacks on neural networks. We begin with a defense that exploits the fact that though the raw poisoned examples are not easily detected by human labelers, the feature representations of poisons are
anomalous among the feature representations for data points with their (common) label. This intuition lends itself to a defense based on k nearest neighbors (k-NN) in the feature space; furthermore,
the parameter k yields a natural lever for trading off between the power of the attack against which
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it can defend and the impact of running the defense on overall (unpoisoned) model accuracy. Next,
we adapt a recent traditional data poisoning defense (Steinhardt et al., 2017; Koh et al., 2018) to the
clean-label case, and show that—while still simple to implement—its performance in both precision
and recall of identifying poison instances is worse than our proposed defense. We include a portfolio of additional baselines as well. For each defense, we test against state-of-the-art clean-label data
poisoning attacks, using a slate of architectures, and show that our initial defense detects nearly all
(99%+) of the poison instances without degrading overall performance.

2

I NTUITION B EHIND THE k-NN D EFENSE

We briefly describe the intuition behind our primary (k-NN-based) clean-label defense. The right
side of Figure 1 shows a schematic of how a clean label poison attack typically works, specifically
for a targeted misclassification of a plane as a frog. The target image, chosen to be a plane, is
represented as a dark gray triangle. In a successful attack, base images of frogs are optimized to
lie near the target image of the plane in feature space. Though the optimization causes a qualitative
change in the feature representations of the images, in input space the images are perturbed under
some small `2 or `∞ constraint so that they still appear to be frogs to a human observer. Under the
feature collision attack (as in Shafahi et al. (2018)), the perturbations are optimized so as to minimize
the poison images’ distance to the target image in feature space, while under the convex polytope
attack (as in Zhu et al. (2019)), the points are optimized to form a convex polytope around the target.
Either way, when the model is trained on the dataset with the poisoned inputs, the decision boundary
will shift to classify the poison images as frogs, and inadvertently change the target image (which
isn’t in the training set) from the plane class into the frog class.

Figure 1: Schematic of the k-NN defense with k = 3
However, as seen in the illustrative example with two poisons, the poisons are likely to be surrounded
by points of the target class rather than the base class. The inset in Figure 1 illustrates this: when
k = 3, two poisons will always have 2/3 or more of their neighbors as non-poisons. As illustrated,
since the label of the plurality of a poisons neighbors does not match the label of the poison, the
poison will be removed from the dataset. More generally, for p poisons, if k = 2p + 1, then we
would expect the poisons to be outvoted by members of the target class and be removed.

3

R ELATED W ORK

We briefly overview related work in the space of defenses to adversarial attacks (Biggio et al.,
2013; Goodfellow et al., 2014), which are roughly split into evasion attacks (which occur at test
time) and data poisoning attacks (which occur at training time). Most adversarial defenses have
focused on evasion attacks, where inference-time inputs are manipulated to cause misclassification.
In neural networks, evasion adversarial examples are perturbed in such a way that the loss on the
victim network increases. The search for an optimal perturbation is facilitated efficiently by use
of the local gradient ∇x L obtained via backpropagation on either a white box (victim) network
2
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or a surrogate network if the victim network is unknown (Liu et al., 2016). Many defenses to
evasion attacks have leveraged this reliance on gradients by finding ways to obfuscate the gradient,
either though non-differentiable layers or reshaping the loss surface such that the gradients vanish
or are highly uncorrelated. Athalye et al. (2018) showed that obfuscated gradient defenses are
insufficient. Using various strategies to circumvent loss of gradient information, such as replacing
non-differentiable layers with differentiable approximations during the backward pass, they showed
that stronger attacks can reduce accuracy to near zero on most gradient-based defenses. The defenses
that withstand strong attacks are those whose loss surface with respect to the input tends to be
“smooth” everywhere in the data manifold. To that end, variants of adversarial training (Madry
et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2019; Shafahi et al., 2019) and linearity or curvature regularizers (Qin et al.,
2019; Moosavi-Dezfooli et al., 2019) have maintained modest accuracies in the midst of strong
multi-iteration PGD attacks (Madry et al., 2017).
In evasion attacks, A deep k-NN-based methodology has been used across multiple layers of a
neural network to generate confidence estimates of network predictions to create identify adversarial
examples (Papernot & McDaniel, 2018). Our k-NN-based defense differs in that it identifies data at
training time rather than at test time, so that it uses true labels rather than predicted labels. Further,
a soft nearest neighbor regularizer has been used during training time to improve robustness to
evasion examples Frosst et al. (2019), but its resistance to clean-label poisoning examples has yet to
be explored.
Backdoor attacks have recently gained interest as a realistic threat to machine learning models.
Backdooring, proposed by Gu et al. (2017), can be seen as a subset of data poisoning. In their
simplest form, backdoor attacks modify a small number of training examples with a specific pattern,
the trigger, which accompanies examples with a specific target label. Leveraging the fact that
neural networks tend to memorize training patterns, the attacker then puts the trigger onto examples
during inference time that she wants classified—or misclassified—as the target. The trigger need not
change the ground truth label of the training data, making such attacks clean-label attacks (Turner
et al., 2019). Crucially however, these attacks rely upon the attacker being able to modify data at
inference time—an assumption that may not always be realistic, and one we do not make in this
paper.
A number of defenses to backdoor attacks and poisons have been proposed. Many defenses seek
to sanitize training data—remove poisons from the training data to neutralize the poisons’ effects.
Often, these defenses rely upon the heuristic that backdoor attacks create “shortcuts” in the network
to induce target misclassification. An early example of such a defense employed two variants of
an `2 centroid defense (Steinhardt et al., 2017), which we adapt to our setting in this paper. In one
variant, data would be removed from training if it fell outside of an acceptable radius in feature
space. The other variant first projected the feature representations onto the line connecting class
centroids and removed data based on its position upon this line.
Along this vein, another defense proposed using feature clustering for data sanitization (Chen et al.,
2018). This defense relies upon the assumption that naive backdoor triggers will cause identifiable
clusters of poisons to form in feature space. The intuition of this defense also fails when exposed
to stronger poisoning methods which do not use uniform triggers. In these stronger poisoning attacks, it has been shown that the poisoned data causes misclassification by more subtle means like
surrounding a target image in feature space with a convex polytope of poisons (Zhu et al., 2019).
Such an attack will not always result in an easily identifiable clusters of poisons.
Still other defenses seek to identify and reconstruct the trigger that causes misclassification (Wang
et al., 2019). In this defense, called NeuralCleanse, inputs would be removed depending upon
whether the input’s activation was similar to the activations induced by the reconstructed trigger.
This defense was able to detect certain uniform `0 triggers inserted in training data using methods
such as neuron activation clustering. However, this tactic does not apply to recent insidious poisoning attacks which use variable, learned perturbations to input data that cause misclassification via
feature collisions (Shafahi et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019).
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4

BASELINE D EFENSES AGAINST C LEAN -L ABEL P OISONING ATTACKS

Here we introduce our set of baseline defenses, which will then be compared in a series of controlled
experiments in Section 5.
4.1

N OTATION

We use xt to denote the input space representation of the target image that a data poisoner tries to
misclassify; the target has true label lt but the attacker seeks to misclassify it as having label lb . We
use xb to denote a base image that is used to build a poison after optimization with label lb . We use
xw to denote a base image watermarked with a target image, that is γ · xt + (1 − γ) · xb —to a human
observer this image or slight perturbations of the image will have label lb for sufficiently low values
of γ. We use φ(x) to denote the activation of the penultimate layer (before the softmax layer) of a
neural network used for classification with multiple labels. We will refer to this as the feature layer
(or feature space) and φ(x) as features of x.
4.2

k-NN D EFENSE

The k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) defense takes the plurality vote amongst the labels of a point’s k
nearest neighbors in feature space. If the point’s assigned label is not the mode amongst labels of
the k nearest neighbors, the point is discarded as being anomalous, and is not used in training the
model. A more formal description is in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: k-NN Defense
0

Result: Filtered training set X train
Let Sk (x(i) ) denote a set of k points such that for all points x(j) inside the set and points x(l)
outside the set, |φ(x(l) ) − φ(x(i) )|2 ≥ |φ(x(j) ) − φ(x(i) )|2
0
X train ← {}
for Data points x(i) ∈ X train do
Let l denote the label of x(i) and let l(Sk (x(i) )) denote the labels of the points in Sk (x(i) )
if l ∈ mode(l(Sk (x(i) ))) then
0
0
X train ← X train ∪ {x(i) };
else
0
Omit x(i) from X train ;
end
end
Note that if there are p poisons, then by setting k = 2p + 1, the poisoned label is unlikely to be the
majority, but may still be in the mode of the k-NN set, if the nearest neighbors of x(i) are in multiple
classes. However, empirically we do not observe this to be an issue, as seen in Section 5.
The selection of k inherently introduces a tradeoff between removing more poisons (and reducing
the probability of a successful attack) and a loss of accuracy as more unpoisoned sample points are
removed from the training set.
While the most näive implementation of the k-NN defense may be memory intensive on larger
datasets, it can be adapted, e.g. by sampling to require less memory. There is also an entire literature
on fast k-NN methods, such as the Barnes & Hut (1986) algorithm, which aims to bring down the
time complexity of the nearest neighbor search.
4.3
4.3.1

BASELINE D EFENSES
L2 D EFENSE

The defense “L2” removes an  > 0 fraction of points that are farthest in feature space from the
centroids of their classes. For each class of label l ∈ L, with size sl = |x(j) s.t. l(j) = l|, we
4
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compute the centroid cl as
cl =

1
sl

X

φ(x(j) )

x(j) s.t.l(j)=l

and remove the bsl c points maximizing |φ(x(j) ) − cl |2 .
The L2 defense relies on the calculation of the position of the centroid to filter outliers; this calculation itself is prone to data poisoning if the class size is small. The defense is adapted from traditional
poison defenses not specific to neural networks (Koh et al., 2018).
4.3.2

ROBUST FEATURE EXTRACTORS

We test the use of robust feature extractors, that is neural networks trained with adversarial training
as a defense. Specifically, we train with adversarial examples constructed with SGD with an 8-step
attack bounded by an `∞ ball of radius 8/255. We would expect the mechanism of this defense to
be different from the other defenses, as it does not attempt to filter the poisons out. Instead, before
retraining for the feature collision attack the deep features of the poisons would not be near the
target. For the convex polytope attack, we would expect that the deep features would fail to form a
convex polytope around the target datapoint.
Slower training and reduced classification accuracy for non-adversarial inputs are potential drawbacks of a defense using a robust feature extractor.
4.3.3

O NE - CLASS SVM D EFENSE

The one-class SVM defense examines the deep features of each class in isolation. That is, it applies
the one-class SVM algorithm (Schölkopf et al., 2001) to identify outliers in feature space for each
label in the training set. It utilizes a radial basis kernel and is calibrated to use a value ν = 0.01 to
identify outliers to be filtered out.
4.3.4

R ANDOM D EFENSE

The random defense is a simple experimental control. It filters out a random subset of all training
data, calibrated to be 1% on the feature collision attack and 10% on the convex polytope attack. If
the poisoning attack is sensitive to poisons being removed, the random defense may be successful,
at the cost of losing a proportionate amount of the unpoisoned training data.

5

E XPERIMENTS

The robustness of image classification models with the k-NN defense and other anomaly detection
defenses are tested on the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky et al., 2009).
For poisoning examples, we reproduced the attack experiments from the original feature collision
attack Shafahi et al. (2018) and convex polytope attack Zhu et al. (2019). We verified that generated
poisons did indeed cause misclassification of the target after network retraining at the same success
rate as reported in the orginal papers. All architectures and training setups from those experiments
used in the attacks are used identically in our experiments.
5.1

F EATURE C OLLISION D EFENSE E XPERIMENTS

The first attack, as in Shafahi et al. (2018), generates 50 poisons as follows: We randomly select
50 images in the base class. For each base image with input representation xb , we compute the
watermark base xw ← γ · xt + (1 − γ) · xb , then optimize p with initial value w as in Algorithm 1
in Shafahi et al. (2018), that is using a forward-backward splitting procedure to solve
p = arg min |φ(x) − φ(xt )|22 + β|x − xw |22
x

The hyperparameter β is tuned to be 0.1. The resulting poisons p are close to the target image in
feature space, but close to the watermarked image in input space. For the purposes of evaluation we
5
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Table 1: Results of data poisoning defense on end-to-end Poison Frogs attack
Defense
k-NN (k=5000)
L2 Norm outliers
1-class SVM
Random filtering

Poisons
filtered
799/800
395/800
168/800
84/800

Non poisons
filtered (%)
0.6
1.0
1.0
10.0

Attack success
rate (%)
0.0
50
62.5
87.5

Class. accuracy (%)
74.6
74.6
74.5
74.5

Classification accuracy on test set

only consider successful attacks, so that the undefended attack success rate is 100%. As in the original paper (Shafahi et al., 2018), the network used is a modified Alexnet. The network is trained with
the poisons from a warm start over 10 epochs with a batch size of 128. We evaluate the performance
of the defenses described in Section 4 against collections of 50 poisons that successfully create a
targeted misclassification, so that the undefended attack success rate is 100%. The results are shown
in Table 1. Successful attacks must result in a targeted misclassification. The k-NN defense with
k=5000 successfully identifies all but one poison across multiple attacks, while filtering just 0.6%
of non-poison datapoints from the input data set. The k-NN defense reduces the attack success rate
to 0%. Because classification accuracy surprisingly does not change significantly as k increases it
is appropriate to set k as the class size of the training data, as shown in Figure 2. For k = 3 the
percentage of filtered non-poisons was 0.004%, while for k = 10000 it remained just 1.3%. The
relatively low filtering rate of nonpoisons for higher k may account for the low variation in test set
classification accuracy for different selections of k. The L2 defense also identifies roughly half of
the poisons, with  = 0.01, the proportion of the training data that are poisons.

Attack success rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
Number of neighbors k used in k-NN filtering

(a) Attack success rate vs. k

0.746

0.745

0.744
0

2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
Number of neighbors k used in k-NN filtering

(b) Classification accuracy vs. k

Figure 2: Tradeoffs for the selection of k in the k-NN defense for a representative Poison Frogs
attack. For small k, the poisons may be all filtered out, while for large k, classification accuracy on
the test set may suffer due to the reduced training set size. Surprisingly we find that large k does not
noticeably reduce the classification accuracy.

5.2

T RANSFERABLE P OISONING D EFENSE E XPERIMENTS

The convex polytope attack, as in in Zhu et al. (2019) generates 5 poisons that are crafted to attack multiple architectures. The experiments are on the transfer learning attack. There are eight
architectures: two of which were not used in crafting the poisons (black box setting), and six architectures which use different random numbers/seeds (grey box setting). The grey-box architectures
are DPN92 (Chen et al., 2017b), GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al.,
2018), ResNet50 (He et al., 2016), ResNeXT29-2x64d (Xie et al., 2017), and SENet18 (Hu et al.,
2018), while the black-box architectures are DenseNet121 (Huang et al., 2017) and ResNet18 (He
et al., 2016).
The aggregate results of a defense on all 8 architectures are shown in Table 2. Both the k-NN
defense and the L2 defense filter out virtually all the poisons, with modest filtering of 4.3% and
9.1%, respectively of non-poisons.
6
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Table 2: Results of data poisoning defense on transfer learning of Convex Polytope Attack
Defense

Num poisons
filtered
510/510
509/510
114/510
47/510

k-NN (k=50)
L2 Norm outliers
1-class SVM
Random filtering

Non poisons
filtered (%)
4.3
9.1
7.1
10.0

Attack success
rate (%)
0 .0
1.0
70.1
66.8

Class. accuracy (%)
93.9
93.4
91.7
91.3

The attack success rates for each model architecture (undefended is 100%) are shown in Figure 3.
The attack success rate is so low for the k-NN defense and the L2 defense that the bars are not
visible, except for GoogLeNet for the L2 defense.
Surprisingly, on the black-box architectures of DenseNet121 and ResNet18, the 1-class SVM defense does not perform better. Indeed, this is despite filtering a higher percentage of poisons–31%
for DenseNet and 24% for ResNet18, compared with 22% overall.
A feature-space visualization of the k-NN defense, showing the filtered poisons and non-poisons is
shown in Figure 4. Specifically, Figure 4 shows a projected visualization in feature space of the fine
tuning data points in the target (blue) and base (green) classes. Following the projection scheme
of Shafahi et al. (2018), where the x-axis is the direction of the difference between the centroids
of the points in the two classes and the y-axis is component of the parameter vector (i.e. decision
boundary) orthogonal to the between-centroids vector, the deep features of the DPN92 network are
projected into a two-dimensional plane. The “x” markers denote points that are filtered out by the
defense. All the poisons around the target are filtered, as are outlying points in the target class.
Interestingly, no points in the base class are filtered in this case.
k-NN (k=50)
L2 norm outliers
1-class SVM

Random point eviction
No defense

Attack success rate

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
DenseNet121

DPN92

GoogLeNet

MobileNetV2

ResNet18

ResNet50 ResNeXt29_2x64d SENet18

Network

Figure 3: Attack success rate on transfer learning of convex polytope attack. The success rate of the
attack when using the k-NN defense is so low that the bar is barely visible.
Figure 5 shows a feature space visualization of the robust feature extractor defense on ResNet18
causing a failed attack as well as a feature space visualization of a standard ResNet18. As expected,
the attack fails because the poisons fail to approach the target in feature space, and thus do not form
a convex polytope around the target. The defense does hurt test set accuracy, which drops to 79.8%,
compared with > 92% with the same architecture for the other defenses.
The normalized distance from the poisons to target for a robust and normal ResNet (each layers
distance is normalized by the average norm of its feature vectors) is shown in Figure 6.

6

C ONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated that the simple k-NN baseline approach provides an effective
defense against clean-label poisoning attacks with minimal degradation in model performance. The
7
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Feature Space Visualization of k-NN Defense
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Figure 4: Feature space visualization of transfer learning poisoning k-NN defense - DPN92 (Chen
et al., 2017b).
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Figure 5: Feature space visualization of transfer learning poisoning - ResNet18 (Chen et al., 2017).

Average Distance from Poisons
to Target (scaled)

k-NN defense mechanism identifies virtually all poisons from two state-of-the-art clean label data
poisoning attacks, while only filtering a small percentage of non-poisons. The k-NN defense outperforms other simple baselines against the existing attacks; these defenses provide benchmarks that
could be used to measure the efficacy of future defense-aware clean label attacks.
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Figure 6: Normalized distance from poison to target for ResNet18 and Robust ResNet18
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A

A PPENDIX

Figure 7: Representative images from the attack and k-NN defense are shown. The poisons in the
ship class do not visually look aberrant for members of the ship class, however the k-NN defense
filters them. In the bottom two rows, filtered and non-filtered nonpoisons are shown–again there are
not visually distinctive differences between pictures in the same class that are filtered rather than not
filtered.
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